ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Property & Belongings
It is recommended that children to not bring toys, gadgets or electronic equipment from home. Should children bring items of comfort or special interest to FIZ Club, staff will endeavour to take care of the any property, but will not be held responsible for any loss or damage.

Meals and refreshments
Cereals, toast, juices and tea is available in Breakfast Club every day. In addition, a cooked breakfast or continental breakfast is available on alternate days.

A drink and snack will be given to all children staying in FIZ After School Club

Illness
Children should not attend FIZ Club if they are not feeling very well. Parents will be contacted if children fall ill during a session.

FIZ CLUB TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1  INTRODUCTION
1.1 Farringtongs School operates FIZ Club, a before /after school and holiday club for its pupils.
1.2 Parents can book in advance using the School's FIZ Club Booking Form requesting the number of sessions required per week for the Pupil.
1.3 Sessions are subject to availability.
1.4 The School's main terms and conditions will continue to in force. Where there appears to be inconsistency between the School’s and FIZ Club terms and conditions, the FIZ Club terms and conditions will apply and take precedence.

2  FEES
2.1 FIZ Club Fees: as set out on the School's Fees List are charged on termly basis to the parents and will be added as an extra item to the termly fees invoice and will be payable in arrears of each term.
2.2 FIZ Holiday Club Fees: Payment for FIZ Holiday Club must be made when submitting the Booking Form. No child can be admitted to the FIZ Holiday Club unless full fees have been received.
2.3 Liability: The Parents are jointly and severally liable to pay the FIZ Club Fees.
2.4 Late Collection Charges: All pupils who attend FIZ Club must be collected by 18.30 hours (18.00 during FIZ Holiday Club) unless indicated otherwise. The School reserves the right to charge Parents an additional Late Collection Charge as set out on the School’s Fees List for each late collection.

3  CANCELLATION, VARIATION AND TERMINATION
3.1 Cancellation: The Parents may cancel the Pupil's attendance at FIZ Club or vary the number of sessions by providing half a Term's written notice to the FIZ Club Manager. The Notice must be provided by both Parents or by one Parent with express written consent of the other. If proper notice in not provided the Parents will become immediately liable to pay one half Term's FIZ Club Fees in lieu of Notice in accordance with the School's main terms and conditions. Once a FIZ Club Booking Form has been submitted, fees for any activities booked become liable for the whole term.
3.2 Variation by the School: The School reserves the right to vary the number and times of the FIZ Club sessions and to vary these terms and conditions where at its discretion it considers it reasonable to do so.
3.3 Termination by the School: The School may terminate the agreement immediately if the Parents are in material breach of its terms and conditions or if the Pupil’s behaviour is deemed by the School to warrant such action. The School may otherwise terminate this agreement by providing the Parents with at least a half Term's written Notice following consultation and with good cause.

4  GENERAL CONDITIONS
4.1 Absences: Parents must inform the FIZ Club Manager as soon as possible if their child is going to be absent from FIZ Club. No refunds can be claimed due to absence.
4.2 Collection: The pupil must either be collected by one of the Parents or an Alternative Collector who is listed in the FIZ Club Booking Form. The Parents must supply information in accordance with the FIZ Club security procedures for collection as required by FIZ Club from time to time.
4.3 Pupil behaviour: Parents warrant that when attending FIZ Club the Pupil will at all times be subject to and comply with School's rules and policies on behaviour and discipline.
4.4 Jurisdiction: This agreement is made at the School and is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the laws and courts of England and Wales.